
 

Messac and beyond 
Beyond Messac? Does such a place exist? Well rest assured it does and every year the West Cheshire 

& Wrexham AMAL send to both.  Messac 370 “ish” miles and Niort “486” ish miles. Channel racing 

today is not for the faint hearted especially when it would appear that the birds being stretched to 

the "enth" degree of the capability as most fanciers that are around this area are normally procuring 

sprint to middle distance bred pigeons.  

 In the two seasons I have spent flying old pigeons it is noticeable that when you hit the distance 

what was or once regarded as the blue ribbon races are left to those without faint hearts. A lot 

always refer back to the old days and this scribbler is no different, the blue ribbon races were always 

the longest three races, well times have changed with regard to this hobby and it has changed so 

much that returning fanciers that flew forty years ago would not recognise the racing today.   

The Victoria HS watches its birdage fall along with the participating members and this appeared to 

be echoed around the area and within our federation. There are however a couple of traditionalist 

fanciers who still enjoy the thrill of clocking from a distance race on the day, but unfortunately most 

don’t have the time or the motivation to participate in what is probably now a traditionalist part of 

the season. 

The Victoria found itself marking for the channel races at the Hooton HS club, and thanks from the 

Victoria HS to the Hooton Members for accommodating us through the channel schedule. The first 

of the two major races (you can still tell I am a traditionalist) would be Messac, transported by the 

North West Combine the club membership of four participants sent twenty pigeons into the event,. 

Hampered on the Wednesday evening the birds were to be held over due to inclement weather 

conditions until the Monday when they were released into a light west wind. 

The first bird to be recorded was at the loft of Paul Coombes who has again struck in the race that he 

is making his own timing in at 15.28 recording a velocity of 1358 Paul clocked his five year old hen to 

record her first ever win, which some might find remarkable other than the fact that this particular 

pigeon has had five seconds, so what a way to break her duck. Bred down again the same as all his 

family of pigeons she is a granddaughter of his best pair and takes very much after her grand dam 

known as the perfect hen.   



 

Paul “Van” Coombes 

Referred to as Paul “Van” Coombes by the originator of the Port News Ken Sharrat, Paul has become 

synonymous with this column as he seems to appear at the top of the results bi-weekly throughout 

the season. In second position is another of the Victoria HS’s top lofts of Alby Davies & Sons timing 

their first pigeon at 16.29, and their second at 17.15 to take second and third prize. 

West Cheshire Federation down on numbers with only 23 members competing with 146 pigeons. 

Released on the Monday at 7.15 into a light west wind the race would not be easy but would be 

honest and good pigeons would get to the fore. Winning the first federation is the partnership of 

Foster and Jones. Steeped in pigeon history this partnership blends the old with the young, the new 

with the not so new and combines a locally well known, liked and respected family.  

 

Alan Foster (Jones and Foster Partnership) receiving the Messac Federation trophy from Ted Shore 



The partnership consists of Mrs Jones, the matriarch of the locally well-known Jones family which 

also boasts top pigeon man Brain Jones of the Jones lamb, & Daughter partnership and Brian’s 

brother Geoff. The other part of this successful partnership is that of Alan Foster nephew to the 

Jones brothers and grandson to Mrs Jones. This was to be a day to remember for the partnership as 

not only did they take first club, first federation they were to also scoop the coveted prize of first 

West Cheshire & Wrexham Amalgamation.  

Just for good measure the partnership also put another three pigeons in the top thirty of the 

federation taking not only first prize but also sixth, tenth, and twenty third positions.  

Congratulations on a superb loft performance. 

Another sterling loft performance was that of Second federation winner Stephen Williams of Rock 

Station. Not only did he take first Rock Station and second federation he also timed in another five 

pigeons to put six birds in the top thirty taking first second and third Rock Station HS and second, 

seventh, eleventh, fifteenth, twenty second and twenty seventh federation. Steve also takes second 

and eleventh Amalgamation, really well done. 

Third federation we go back to the Hooton HS with WH Cottrell and Son, also taking second Hooton 

HS along with third Amalgamation, the partnership also takes twenty first fed. Fourth Fed goes to 

Paul Coombes who also takes fourth Amalgamation. Fifth fed is taken by Norman Weston again of 

Hooton HS who also takes third club and sixth Amalgamation. We now go to eighth position to find 

Dodd & Sampson who also takes twelfth Amalgamation. In Ninth position and closing the federation 

winners enclosure is the Wirral Wizard himself Mickey Locke, Mickey also takes twelfth, thirteenth 

and twenty seventh federation for good measure. 

Around the West Cheshire Clubs: Hooton HS (10/53) Jones and Foster 1382. WH Cottrell & Son 

1363. N Weston 1344. Rock Station HS (4/43) S Williams 1368,1320, 1277. Victoria HS (4/20) P 

Coombes 1358, A Davies & Sons 1206, 1119. Willaston HS (1/11) MK Locke 1310,1268,1268. 

Moreton (1/8) R Lang 1177. Christleton (1/4) D Griffiths 553, 551.  

West Cheshire and Wrexham Amalgamation it was the turn of the Wirral fanciers to dominate the 

first four positions within the Amalgamation from Messac. However honours had been pretty even 

so far and with each federation putting ten pigeons each into the top twenty of the AMAL show how 

close it is between them. The Westerly wind was always going to favour the winners being within 

the West Cheshire federation however the Wrexham lads have held their own again and have 

managed to compete once again congratulations to all on the Amalgamation sheet and especially 

well done to Jones and Foster for topping the AMAL.  



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Closing the old bird racing season for 2014 would be left to a couple of Victoria HS members would 

chance their arm and their pigeons over a distance of some 490 miles from Niort.  Being one of the 

French major administrative and commercial capitals Niort is the French capital for mutual insurance 

and bank companies, with the headquarters of a lot of the local and national government agencies 

being located here. Niort is also the main financial centre of France only fourth ranked after 

Paris, Lyon and Lille. Chemistry and aeronautics being two of the main local industries. 

Located some 200 miles South East of Paris Niort also has another claim to fame, it boasts that near- 

by at Maisonnay there is one of the tallest radio masts in France (height: 330 metres). 

 

With the baskets sealed it certainly had not taken long to basket the eight pigeons sent by the three 

participating members and again at federation level the birds were transported by the North West 

combine and as such liberated with their pigeons on Saturday 12th July at 6.30 am into  light north 

westerly wind. Although all those participating held out high hopes of day pigeons it was not to be. 

Day two would mean are early start for those participating and wait they did until 9.58 when news 

started circulating around the Port that Alby Davies had timed in, the partnership of Alby Davies and 

Sons had won this race the previous year and it was no surprise when hearing the news that they 

had timed in again with a different pigeon and not only were they to win the \victoria HS they would 

be the only pigeon recorded in race time.  

 

Beyond Messac 

to Niort 

 

The radio mast that stand some 330 metres tall 

and boasts to be one of the tallest in France, is 

surrounded by electric sub-station and pylons 

but it’s not as bad as you may first think? The 

mast and pylons are located some miles south 

west of Niort, your birds are only in trouble if 

they go the wrong way, which is where a few of 

mine are probably residing today. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lille
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maisonnay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TV_Mast_Niort-Maisonnay


 

West Cheshire Federation would send to send 99 pigeons into the Niort event with twenty two 

participating fanciers sending. Having been released on the Saturday with no day pigeons it was to 

be a long slog not only for the waiting fanciers but also the pigeons. First news locally was of Alby 

Davies in the Port at 9.58. However it didn’t take long for the drums to start beating out earlier times 

in the form of Mike Lonsdale of Hooton HS timing in at 7.56am taking first Hooton HS and also First 

West Cheshire Federation. It would soon be verified that Mike’s pigeon would also top the West 

Cheshire and Wrexham Amalgamation. Well done Mike excellent flying.      

 

 With birds “far with few between” the day was going to be a long drawn out affair, the next pigeon 

into the area would be to the loft of WH Cottrell & Son, again of Hooton HS timing their pigeon at 

8.52 am to take second federation and second club. Third federation goes to D Griffiths of 

Christleton HS clocking at 9.01am this pigeon also takes first club Christleton HS. The only Victoria HS 

member to time in was Alby Davies and sons who take fourth federation. Fifth fed goes to Stephen 

Williams timing in at 11.46am Steve’s pigeon also wins the Rock Station HS. In sixth place is Mickey 

Locke at 13.55 and closing the federation result off in seventh place is Ms C Bather timing her game 

pigeon at 18.47 pm this pigeon also takes second Rock Station HS. So, there it is, the conclusion of 

Alby and Alan Davies (A Davies and sons) 

all smiles after yet another club win for 

the partnership which would also prove 

to not only the only pigeon in race time 

in the club but also fourth West Cheshire 

Federation and fourth West Cheshire and 

Wrexham Amalgamation.  

Mike Lonsdale – Hooton HS picking up his 

trophy for first federation Niort 2014  



the old bird season with seven gallant pigeons making their perches on the second day. Would the 

amalgamation tell a different story? Probably not. 

West Cheshire and Wrexham Amalgamation. The thirty nine competing members sent 151 pigeons 

to attempt the 480 plus miles journey with no day pigeons recorded it would be a very similar result 

to the west Cheshire federation result. With only a total of twelve pigeons making home with the 

West Cheshire Federation dominating this result taking the first five with seven of the twelve 

pigeons timed in. A tough race and congratulations go out to all who made the result sheet on a day 

that will test the stamina and patience of any pigeon and fancier a like.  And finally a big well done to 

Mike Lonsdale on topping the AMAL. 

 

 

   

 

      


